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A.I.R. Gallery is pleased to present “Toil and Spin,” recent sculpture by Kathleen Schneider. The six sculptures and two drawings in the exhibition are the outcome of the artist’s decision to work with three subjects - lambs, grapes, and necklaces. A blend of imagery from the Old Testaments’ “Song of Solomon” - chosen because these objects are familiar to all of us yet still loaded with the possibility of layered meaning.

Individual pieces in the exhibition take the shape of: a bunch, a clump, a pile, a cluster, a stack, and two sets. Spare to obsessive manipulations of material fuse in each sculpture creating hybrids that are both formal and baroque in character. The lamb, grapes, and necklace theme repeats from one to the next linking them into a curious group.

For further information, contact Alissa Schencfeld, Director, A.I.R. Gallery. PLEASE LIST/Visuals provided on request.